The words painted with spray cans on the little dome caused some consternation among MIT officials when they appeared on Monday, Nov. 17. Few students saw them because they were sandblasted off the following day. Fewer students still seemed to have any idea what the words meant. Some said it was the time when seagulls came to eat Lob- dell food. Others speculated that it had to do with some species of duck. The little dome painting culminated a week of poster plastering around the Institute.

It was deceptively simple explanation: someone had to do with some species of duck. The little dome painting culminated a week of poster plastering around the Institute that may have a deceptively simple explanation: someone just may have decided to do something irritating.

What price happiness?

$249 More than anything else you could buy yourself for the Holidays, a good music system will make you very happy. And, happily, the price can be less than a color TV. Especially right now, during Tech HiFi's Holiday Sale. Take one of our $249 systems, for example. You'll hear more accurate sound reproduction from our quality components, than from any "compact" or "furniture console" near its price.

The $249 system shown here includes the Cambridge Audio 1500 automatic turntable equipped with a Shure 2110B cartridge, and the light tracking Glen- new speaker system. The $249 price of $249 is $40 below our Buyers Guide price!

Other systems are on sale this week starting as low as $199. And up to $350.

$503 At Tech HiFi you can select from among 100 name-brand components! One example of the kind of quality system you can put together for $500 is shown in the picture above. It features the renowned Large- or Advent loudspeakers. According to HiFi Fancier, they "span the audible range with ease and authority lending virtually no coloration to the music..."

The power for this system is supplied by a Kenwood 2100 watt receiver. And the Kenwood gives you the kind of clean FM reception that makes listening to the radio such a pleasure.

The turntable is a Philips GA 427 belt-drive semi-automatic. It comes with an Audix- techica 90E Dual Magnet cartridge that makes your records sound great, with minimum wear. You'll find our holiday spirit as strong during our Holiday Sale that we'll include a pair of stereo headphones when you purchase this system! This offer expires this Sunday.

Free The 1976 HiFi Buyer's Guide is now at the Tech HiFi store near you. It contains 80 pages of helpful shopping tips, explanations of technical aspects of high fidelity, and new product information. You'll find a 10 page article on the creative uses of tape recorders. There are money-saving coupons, good for discounts on loudspeakers, headphones tape, and accessories.

If you have any notion at all of getting yourself a music system for the holidays, be sure to get your free copy of this fact-filled shopping guide.

Prices in effect this week at our Holiday Sale.